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Abstract

This report describes experiences in porting the Perfect

Benchmarks R programs to the Alliant FX/8 and Cedar ma-

chines. Although there is much to learn before we can really

say we know how to optimize programs successfully for paral-

lel computers in general and for hierarchical shared-memory

architectures in particular, it is hoped that this report will

be helpful to those who are beginning to port and trans-

form programs for parallel machines. Perhaps it is even an

interesting reference for experts. In addition, this paper sum-

marizes our experience with the programming tools we used

and discusses tools that could have helped to increase the

productivity of the optimization process. This information

is believed to be a useful basis for future tool development

projects.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the process of optimizing the Per-
fect Benchmarks R programs for the Alliant FX/8 and
the Cedar multiprocessor [Sta91]. This optimization ef-
fort, made at CSRD, led to signi�cant speed improve-
ments as shown in Figure 1. For many codes the gained
performance is the best reported in the Perfect database
[Poi90] for the Alliant FX/80 machine.
The intent of this paper is to exploit this success for

two purposes. First, many of the optimization steps are
similar for many of the programs, and these steps can
be expressed as a set of rules, that is, a methodology of
how to proceed in optimizing programs. Certainly there
is additional expertise a user must acquire in order to
transform a program into its optimal form.Nevertheless,

� This work was supported by Army contract #DABT63-92-
C-0033 and the U.S. Department of Energy under grant #DOE
DE-FG02-85ER25001. This work is not necessarily representative
of the positions or policies of the Army or the Government.

the methodology developed in this paper is believed to
be a signi�cant aid for the non-expert and perhaps an
interesting point of comparison for the master.
The second purpose of this paper is especially im-

portant: to describe tools that could reduce the time
invested in the program optimization process. This is
a particular concern because it appears that, despite
many research projects to design better programming
environments, there is little evidence that newly avail-
able tool sets improve productivity in optimizing ordi-
nary programs. This is a striking contrast to the desire
for better tools encountered among software engineers.
It motivates our attempt to lay a solid foundation by
describing time-consuming development phases and op-
portunities for supporting tools of a project that has al-
ready proven to lead to successfully optimized programs.
In fact, an e�ort to address the tool questions raised has
already been initiated and is described in [EM93]. The
experience from early tool prototypes of this project is
included in the present report.

Porting by Optimizing at the Program Level

The main goal to which this paper contributes is to fa-
cilitate the transformation of programs originally writ-
ten in a sequential language (Fortran77, in this case)
so they will run at high speed on a parallel machine.
Usually this is called porting, optimizing, or paralleliz-
ing programs. Methods and tools to achieve this objec-
tive are complementary to those applied for writing new
parallel programs [DSB89]. It is not uncommon to port
code by studying in detail the problem being solved and
then �nding parallelism that can be exploited by the ma-
chine. In contrast to this application-level approach to
porting programs, the method considered in this paper
is termed optimization at the program level. Program-
level improvements exploit information that is derivable
from the program text only. Typically one tries to �nd
parallelizable loops that a compiler could not optimize
automatically. Although optimizing at the application
level can lead to higher speedups, program-level opti-
mizations are less time-consuming.
Porting programs is di�erent from developing new

parallel programs, although there are development steps
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that are similar. New developments require more e�ort
in designing and prototyping a program for a given sci-
enti�c problem. Although issues of the program design
phase are important, porting and optimizing existing
application codes to new machine architectures is be-
lieved to account for the major e�ort currently invested
in high-performance application software.
How much potential for performance improvement is

there when optimizing at the program level? Table 1
shows the Perfect Benchmarks R programs and their ex-
ecution times from automatic parallelization, program-
level optimization, and the best time in the Perfect
Benchmarks reports [CKPK90] for the Alliant FX/80
machine as well as for the Cedar machine. For most
programs, program-level optimization achieved a signif-
icant speed improvement over the automatically paral-
lelized version. The Benchmark reports for the FX/80
give an even higher number in only few cases, which
indicates that the program-level method of optimizing
programs is a very bene�cial approach. It can be taught
and learned in a systematic way and supporting tools
can be provided, as we show later.

Program Alliant FX/80 Cedar
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ARC2D 8.0 10.6 7.9 13.5 20.9

FLO52 9.0 14.6 11.4 5.7 15.1
BDNA 1.9 5.6 3.8 1.8 8.5

DYFESM 3.6 10.3 5.4 2.2 11.4

ADM 1.2 7.5 1.5 0.6 10.1
MDG 1.2 7.3 4.9 1.0 20.0
MG3D 1.6 13.3 1.1 0.9 48.8

OCEAN 1.5 8.9 1.4 0.7 16.7
QCD 1.2 7.0 3.5 0.5 3.9

SPEC77 2.3 10.2 8.4 2.4 15.7

SPICE 1.1 4.2
TRACK 1.0 5.1 1.1 0.4 5.2
TRFD 2.2 16.0 2.3 0.8 43.2

Table 1: Speedups of Perfect Benchmarks programs on Al-

liant FX/80 and Cedar. The numbers show performance im-

provements over the serial program execution. (See [EHJP92]

for details on used compilers and applied program transfor-

mations.)

This paper is based on experiments that originate
from a research e�ort to identify program transforma-
tions that can be automated in parallelizing compilers.
The intent was to apply and measure manual changes to
the Perfect Benchmarks suite. These experiments have
been described more detailed in [EHLP92, EHJP92].
The e�ort led beyond the original goals of the project in
that for some of these programs the best performance

reported in the Perfect Club was achieved, as shown in
Table 1. Although, for the purposes of this report, the
most important result of this optimization e�ort is that
it led to true program performance, the reader may �nd
it helpful to know about the compiler background of the
project.

2 Porting and Optimizing Parallel
Programs

Our basic approach to optimizing programs was
straightforward: �rst, the time-consuming parts of the
programs were determined; then these code-sections
were improved one by one.
Most often the analysis was done on a loop-by-loop

basis. The �rst step was to get a rank list of time-
consuming loops. For each of these loops potential im-
provements were then determined by looking at the au-
tomatically parallelized code, the compiler listing, and
timing pro�les. The growing list of transformations that
had already proven useful in the experiments was an-
other valuable source of information. Applying trans-
formations and experimenting with them was the next
major step; often, this resulted in a changed loop pro�le,
yielding a new display of the most time-consuming pro-
gram sections. This process was reiterated until there
were diminishing returns.
The following sections give a more speci�c view of

this optimization cycle. Existing tools and new, desir-
able ones will be described, and a catalog of successful
program transformation techniques is outlined.

2.1 Instrumentation for Performance
Measurement

The optimization of a given program always started
by identifying the time-intensive loops of the program.
All loop nests in the serial source code were instru-
mented. All optimized program variants were derived
from the instrumented source code. As a result, loop-by-
loop speedups could be derived from the pro�les, which
provided valuable initial hints about how well loops were
optimized.
Fully manual instrumentation is not practical. A sim-

ple automatic instrumentation script was written soon
after the project of optimizing the Perfect Benchmarks
programs began. It works well most of the time. In a few
notable cases, manual modi�cation of the instrumenta-
tion code was necessary: where instrumentation of inner
subroutines perturbed the program execution unduly,
and where instrumentation of outermost loops was too
coarse to discriminate between inner parallel loops.
The usual instrumentation tool found in Unix envi-

ronments is called gprof. It provides the user with a
subroutine-level timing pro�le. Since this pro�le is too
coarse for loop-level analysis, it motivated the design of
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the new tool mentioned above. Compatibility between
related tools is certainly very desirable. Notable com-
plementary tool e�orts have also been made at CSRD
[TJC91, SBSS+92].

2.2 Manual Restructuring

2.2.1 Alternative ways of improving program
performance

There are three di�erent ways of restructuring a pro-
gram. One can search for the best set of compiler op-
tions, one can modify the sequential source code, or one
can improve the parallel code after it has been trans-
formed by the parallelizing compiler.
Finding a good set of compiler options is a fast and

practical way to improve performance. If a candidate set
of options is known, it is straightforward to generate ex-
ecutables for all these variants, pro�le them, and select
the best variant for each subroutine. The subroutine-
oriented gprof pro�ling facility is su�cient for that pur-
pose. Similar to selecting compiler options is the choice
of the best preprocessor. In the experiments described
in this paper, two parallelizers were used: Kap and Vast.
Although their overall performance was similar, interest-
ing di�erences could be seen at the individual loop level.
Up to 50% speed improvements were observed when ex-
perimenting with compiler options.
Modifying the sequential source code can be done

in two ways: directives can be inserted that tell the
compiler to apply certain transformations, and one can
change the program text so the compiler can recog-
nize more parallelism. Usually this requires some un-
derstanding of how the parallelizing compiler works.
Modifying the parallel program output of the restruc-

turer can be easier than modifying the source, since it
does not require this understanding. However, the user
is now restructuring a parallel language and he or she
has to learn both the new language syntax and the se-
mantics of parallel execution. Output languages of par-
allelizing compilers have two possible forms, they can
resemble Fortran77 with additional directives that, for
example, tell the back-end compiler to produce parallel
code for a given loop, or they can contain explicit paral-
lel constructs, for example doall statements for concur-
rent loops or triplet notation for vector statements. The
language used in the project described here is Cedar
Fortran [Hoe91], a parallel Fortran dialect developed
at CSRD. Most of the optimizations to the Perfect pro-
grams were done by modifying the Cedar Fortran

code, usually starting from the variant produced by the
restructurer when given the best options.

2.2.2 Issues in manually restructuring programs

There are two distinct tasks in manually parallelizing
programs: �nding parallelism and improving the e�-
ciency of the generated parallel code.

The �rst one is mainly an analysis task. The loop that
can be run in parallel must be determined and trans-
formed into parallel syntax. In our experiments this usu-
ally caused the major performance gain. This is because
in many Perfect Benchmarks programs the automatic
restructurer did not �nd parallelism in the most time-
consuming loops, although they could be parallelized
manually.
The second issue is machine-speci�c. One has to �nd

a form of each parallel loop that takes advantage of the
architectural features. Observed speed improvements
from such transformations range from 20 to 70% on
the Alliant FX/80 machine. This machine �ts the loop-
oriented parallelization scheme of available restructur-
ing compilers. The issue of parallel code generation is
more important in new machine structures. On Cedar,
the issue of code generation is performance-crucial; in
multiprocessors with an even higher access cost to non-
local memory, the generation of data transfer instruc-
tions may even be pivotal.

2.2.3 Sources of information

There is a range of information sources that were used
in the Perfect code optimization project for analyzing
the potential parallelism and �nding appropriate code
transformations.
The pro�le data show the time-consuming parts of a

program and the speedups achieved by individual loops.
(see Section 2.5 Performance Analysis).
The restructuring compiler supplies optimization

notes that help to explain the applied transformations
and provides reasons for those that failed. It can also
ask questions about the value of certain variables which
are crucial for disproving data dependences. In addi-
tion, the used compiler can list data dependences and
their attributes. All parallelizing compilers generate this
information at least internally, and it seems that better
communication to the user would enhance the optimiza-
tion task signi�cantly. In fact, listing data dependences
was not an original feature of the compiler used for our
e�ort, but was implemented as part of the project. The
provision of more detailed compilation reports of applied
and failed transformations is another desirable feature
of future restructurers.
The catalog of transformation techniques that have

been successful in our optimization e�orts, is one of the
most helpful sources of information. These transforma-
tions were reported in [EHLP92, EHJP92]. Section 2.2.4
outlines the most important of these transformations.
Is is useful to know the maximum possible speed of

a given loop, and tools giving this information are be-
ing developed at CSRD [CY91, PP93]. They do not di-
rectly give the potential that is exploitable by a com-
piler; rather they indicate the parallelism observed at
runtime by performing a thorough data-ow analysis.
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Nevertheless this information is valuable as a rough es-
timate of an upper speed limit.
It cannot be denied that much analysis is needed in

terms of browsing through the source code and searching
for opportunities for improvements. This can be a time-
consuming task, although experience in this process can
signi�cantly reduce the time required. It seems possible
that some of this expert knowledge can be captured in
an environment that gives guidance to the user.

2.2.4 Manually restructuring the parallel code

The following sections include the most important trans-
formations that can be credited for the program perfor-
mance improvements shown in Table 1.

Array privatization. Many of the major loops of the
Perfect Benchmarks programs were parallelized with the
help of the array privatization technique. This was done
by analyzing de�nition/use patterns of arrays inside
loops. Arrays whose elements are de�ned before they
are used within a loop iteration (i.e., they �rst appear on
the left-hand side of an assignment statement) were de-
clared loop-local. This technique is a natural extension
of the scalar privatization (or scalar expansion) tech-
nique, which is in the repertoire of available compilers.
Compilers recognize scalar variables that are de�ned be-
fore they are used inside loops and transform them into
one of the following parallelizable forms:

REAL a(n),b(n),c(n),t

DO 10 i=1,n

t = a(i)+b(i)

c(i) = t + t**2

10 CONTINUE

+

REAL a(n),b(n),c(n),t(n) REAL a(n),b(n),c(n)

DOALL 10 i=1,n DOALL 10 i=1,n

t(i) = a(i)+b(i) or REAL t

c(i) = t(i) + t(i)**2 t = a(i)+b(i)

10 CONTINUE c(i) = t + t**2

10 CONTINUE

Similarly, an array used as a temporary variable can be
privatized:

REAL t(m) DOALL 10 i=1,n

DO 10 i=1,n REAL t(m)

DO 5 j=1,m DO 5 j=1,m

5 t(j) = ... ==> 5 t(j) = ..

... ...

DO 10 j=1,m DO 10 j=1,m

... = t(j) ... = t(j)

10 CONTINUE 10 CONTINUE

Array privatization is more di�cult than scalar pri-
vatization because we have to be sure all array elements
are assigned before they are used. This is not always as
obvious as in the given example. Sometimes parts of the
array are assigned in various statements, which requires
a careful subscript analysis. Often, variable values need
to be analyzed symbolically. In addition, we have found

many important loops that contain subroutine calls. The
def/use analysis of arrays had to be done interprocedu-
rally.

Parallel reductions. Another frequent program pattern
is the accumulation of values into a scalar variable.
In simple cases compilers can recognize and parallelize
these patterns. For example the loop

DO 10 i=1,n

sum = sum + a(i)*b(i)

10 CONTINUE

will be recognized as a reduction operation ( a dotprod-
uct). It can be vectorized using special machine instruc-
tions and executed concurrently by computing partial
sums on all processors followed by a sum over all partial
results.
There exist more complex patterns in our program

suite that were not transformed automatically by the
compiler. Examples are multiple statements per loop
summing into the same variable and accumulations into
array elements. In many cases the accumulated values
were not read elsewhere in the loop, which allows one
to reorder the sum statements as necessary for building
partial results in parallel. Partial results accumulated
per processor (or loop iteration) can be added to the
global (original) variable in two di�erent ways: in a syn-
chronized section within the loop or in an additional sum
statement after the loop. Sum statements after the loop
were usually preferred, because they permit the loop to
run completely parallel. The sum statement at the end
of the loop was usually less costly than loop synchro-
nization.

Generalized induction variables. Available compilers
can recognize induction variables that get incremented
in each loop iteration by a constant term. The compiler
substitutes them by an explicit function of the loop in-
dex variable, which removes the parallelism-inhibiting
data dependences. In the codes OCEAN and TRFD,
more general forms of induction variables were found,
those that are modi�ed using multiplication instead of
addition or others that are placed in triangular loops.
(In triangular loop nests an inner loop limit depends on
the value of an outer loop index.) Applying this tech-
niques in the program OCEAN, a major loop could be
parallelized and sped up by a factor of 8.1.

Runtime dependence test. Sometimes data depen-
dences cannot be disproven because the values of cer-
tain variables are not known. If there is reason to as-
sume that in some instances of the executions of a given
loop the values are such that the loop iterations are in-
dependent, one can insert code that tests for these val-
ues and branches to either a serial or parallel execution
of the loop. For example in the OCEAN code a major
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loop could be improved by testing whether certain array
subscripts form a linearized array pattern. It turned out
that, at runtime, the loop was always parallel.

Permutation vector analysis Compilers do not paral-
lelize loops if written arrays contain subscripted sub-
scripts. Sometimes one can determine from the program
text that the subscript arrays are permutations, which
means all index values are di�erent (e.g., they represent
a permutation of a sequence of numbers). Such loops can
usually be savely parallelized. Quite often the assign-
ments of index vectors are done in di�erent subroutines.
Hence, the analysis must be done interprocedurally.

Value analysis. Values of variables need to be known
for various reasons. Loops containing induction variables
can sometimes be parallelized only if the value of the in-
crement is known. To decide whether to apply certain
transformations, it is necessary to know the number of
loop iterations. For example, stripmining can degrade
the performance when applied to loops with small iter-
ation counts. We have also found loops that were paral-
lelized by the compiler because it did not identify that
there was only one iteration.
Compilers can analyze these values if the assignment

is in the same procedure as the loop being optimized.
Manual value analysis is necessary to do this interproce-
durally. Sometimes simple constant propagation is suf-
�cient, for example where variables are assigned once
in the program initialization phase. We have also found
cases where the values originated from the index of an
outer loop. In our experiments, a pro�ling tool that dis-
played the number of iterations on each loop was useful.

Finding outer loops. A general trait of the automat-
ically parallelized Perfect Benchmarks programs was
that innermost loops were parallelized. We have mea-
sured performance gains of up to 50% on the Alliant
FX/8 machine from parallelizing outer loops even com-
pared to code variants where all inner loops were com-
pletely parallel. On the Cedar machine this di�erence is
much more signi�cant, since the latency for starting a
loop across all clusters is relatively high (approximately
100 �s).
Finding outer parallel loops is often no di�erent from

�nding parallel loops in general. All the techniques de-
scribed here need to be considered to achieve this. How-
ever, we have also seen situations where internal limi-
tations prevented the compiler from parallelizing outer
loops. These loops may be recognized easily as parallel.

Balanced stripmining. The stripmining transformation
splits a loop into two nested loops; usually for exploiting
two levels of parallelism (such as vector and concurrent
execution). This can improve performance signi�cantly

provided the loop has enough iterations. However, it can
degrade performance if there are only few iterations.
Therefore it is very important to consider the number
of loop iterations.
On the Alliant FX/8 machine it has turned out to

be good practice to stripmine singly-nested loops into
number-of-processors outer iterations for concurrent ex-
ecution. Usually it takes a vector length of at least four
to amortize the vectorization overhead. Thus, on the 8-
processor Alliant machine the threshold for successful
stripmining is about 32 iterations. Cedar has four times
more processors, which requires the loop trip count to
be at least 128. In addition, the loop body has to be
su�ciently large so the startup latency gets amortized.
Loops that are shorter than one millisecond should usu-
ally not be considered for stripmining and spreading
across Cedar.

Globalization and localization. The placement of vari-
ables in the Cedar memory hierarchy can a�ect the pro-
gram performance signi�cantly. In a simple loop exe-
cution model all shared variables are placed in global
shared memory. Cluster memories are populated with
scalar and array variables that can be localized as de-
scribed in the description of Array privatization above.
The currently available Cedar restructurer applies this
model. In addition, the compiler places all subroutine
interface variables (parameters and common blocks) in
global memory.
More re�ned data placement is desirable. Parameters

of subroutines that are called concurrently (as a result
of manual parallelization) should be placed in cluster
memory if they are declared loop-private. Partitioning
and distributing data onto the cluster memories was ap-
plied in only few situations of the Perfect programs so
far.

De�ning runtime parameters. The most performance-
critical runtime parameters are the number of clusters
and processors used, and the cross-cluster loop schedul-
ing scheme.
Programs can be written so they adapt to the num-

ber of clusters and processors. For example, this is im-
portant for the stripmining transformations, which can
make use of Cedar Fortran constructs for deriving
the right strip size. The actual number of clusters and
processors used at runtime can be de�ned interactively
at the Unix level. This is useful for experimental pur-
poses, such as determining speedup curves.
The scheduling scheme is chosen by linking with the

appropriate run-time library. There are two libraries of
main interest. Loops can be spread across Cedar by us-
ing either a dynamic or a static scheduling scheme. For
most Perfect programs the dynamic scheme was applied.
However, some loops showed better performance when
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scheduled statically. The static scheduling scheme is of
further importance when data are distributed onto the
Cedar cluster memories because it chooses a �xed bind-
ing of iterations to clusters.

2.2.5 Editing transformations

The Perfect programs were restructured using common
text editors. The starting point was usually a subroutine
restructured by the parallelizing compiler. The editing
process was not unduly time-consuming, relative to the
whole optimization process. The more costly part, as a
consequence of the manual transformations, was some-
times the debugging phase; this point is discussed in
Section 2.4 below.
A straightforward idea for improving the editing pro-

cess is to use an interactive restructurer. A reduction
in development time can be expected mainly from the
reduced error rate. To be of signi�cant help such a
tool would have to check the correctness of transfor-
mations interprocedurally and it would need to know
the repertoire of new important transformations as de-
scribed above.

2.3 Generating and Executing Code Variants

Generating executables was on one hand a �le manage-
ment issue. The situation is described in Section 2.6.
Another issue was to compose individually optimized
subroutines into an executable �le. Many of the Perfect
Benchmarks have tens of subroutines. The standard For-
tran way of dealing with this situation is to split up the
master �le, compile the subroutines individually, and
link the individual pieces for di�erent program variants.
Because of the variety of program variants this was un-
wieldy, and it led to many version conicts. The alter-
native was editing a single �le containing the whole pro-
gram. This was impractical since recompiling the whole
�le was time-consuming, and manual cutting and past-
ing of individually optimized subroutines was not only
cumbersome but error prone. The tool desired was a
command like \link these individual subroutines plus
take the rest from the master �le variant XY".
When the codes were being linked and prepared for

execution, additional options needed to be considered
such as various runtime libraries or trace facilities. Even
more options had to be dealt with at runtime because
these programs could be run on multiple machines and
with various runtime parameters, for example single-
user or multi-user mode. Multiple data sets are not in-
volved in the Perfect Benchmarks experiments, but it is
easily conceivable that they could be, which would lead
to an even larger set of executable and output �les and
thus again raise the �le management issue.

2.4 Debugging

This paper discusses the transformation of existing For-
tran77 programs into e�cient parallel codes. This task
leads to a restricted class of programming errors com-
pared to new program designs. In our task, the orig-
inal sequential program is usually correct. The errors
to �nd are those introduced by the applied transfor-
mations. (Although this is mostly true for the Perfect
Benchmarks considered here, this cannot be taken for
granted in general. All software contains hidden bugs
that are not apparent but surface as a result of the
exposure to a new machine and software context. For-
tran codes are particularly prone to these bugs, partly
because many compilers permit violations of the for-
tran77 standard.)
Two classes of errors seem worth mentioning: simple-

to-detect errors that are often due to mismatches in vari-
able names or incorrect variable declarations, and more
subtle errors that are caused by conicts between called
and calling subroutines. The latter bugs are not only
due to the human weakness in grasping two subroutines
at once; it is aggravated by the compilers' inability to
do consistency tests across subroutine boundaries.
Since the experiments described here have always

started from a correct program variant, the usual debug-
ging method was to stepwise undo the transformations
until the program was correct again. For this purpose it
was important to carefully save intermediate modi�ca-
tion steps so that the error could be traced back. Again,
the �le-naming scheme is important: Every modi�ca-
tion should be given a new name, and once program
execution results are available, they should be named
correspondingly and no further changes made to these
�les. Maintaining a record of compilation commandswas
a further important aid. Keeping this discipline often
saved a lot of debugging time. Tools that enforce this
discipline are very desirable. In our experiments small
utilities were created to this end, such as a Unix alias
for the compilation command that records the command
plus time stamp in a log �le, and a script that runs a
program and renames the output �les according to our
naming scheme. Tools that provide this functionality in
a more generic way seem to be worth creating.
Where multiple subroutines are possible culprits of a

problem, it helps to have both original and transformed
subroutines available in object form and then stepwise
exchange new and old routines. This process was even
helpful in some cases where an error had to be found
that did not originate from the manual modi�cations,
such as a compiler bug. One can start using 50% of the
original subroutines and, as in binary search, more rou-
tines can be included or excluded. This process seems
clumsy; however, its power is in the automatability. Note
that the program-level analysis considered in this pa-
per does not necessarily require the user to understand
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the problem behind the algorithm. Debugging methods
that do not require this knowledge and those that can
be automated, even if the debugging process has to be
submitted \over night", are superior.
As can be expected, conventional debugging meth-

ods were used also. Sometimes the simple and time-
consuming way of inserting print statements had to be
chosen. A low-level debugger built into the runtime sys-
tem [EM91] was of further help. It could indicate the er-
ror address which, together with some utilities, pointed
to the Fortran source line. Further, it showed the cur-
rent call chain and facilitated the complete inspection
of the machine state at the binary level.

2.5 Performance Analysis

The pro�le data resulting from many program variants
needed to be collected and tabulated in some compre-
hensible form. For all loop intervals, minimum, maxi-
mum, average, and accumulated times were recorded,
and the �rst question to be asked was: \Where is the
most time spent in the program and what speedups do
these loops show?" Later, one wanted to understand
more exactly why loops exhibited a certain speedup.
Questions were asked such as: \What is the iteration
count of a loop; what is the loop execution time; what
does the source and optimized code look like; what
transformations were applied; what performance im-
provement is attributable to certain transformations?"
Finally, data must be abstracted and compressed into
fewer numbers and tables, and graphical representations
need to be generated for the reports that must be de-
livered. The following section describes the process of
analyzing the performance data and �nding transfor-
mations for Cedar programs in a systematic way.

2.5.1 Optimization factors

The performance analysis process was most crucial for
�nding transformations that improved the performance.
Since many of these analysis steps were similar for many
programs, they can be expressed as a methodology of
performance analysis, which represents an important
part of the methodology of porting and optimizing par-
allel programs. Basically one determines a set of opti-
mization factors for each loop nest of a program, which
then leads to a number of questions whose answers help
to explain the loop performance and point to optimiz-
ing transformations. The following description is held
Cedar-speci�c so the discussion can be concrete. How-
ever, the basic method is believed to be applicable to
a wide range of architectures, primarily those that of-
fer a shared address space and fast access to some local
memory. The notion of clusters is important as well.
Many scalable machines are structured into clusters in
terms of groups or rings of processors within which com-
munication costs are less than to other processors. For

architectures that have no cluster structure the follow-
ing methodology is still meaningful by considering one-
processor \clusters". Examples of Cedar-related systems
are the Kendall Square Research and the Cray MPP ma-
chines.
The optimization factors are a set of numbers that

characterize the improvements and overheads intro-
duced by the transformation steps from a given serial
or parallel loop version to its Cedar-optimized variant.
The execution time of four variants of the program are
measured initially:

1. O1: The baseline version for one Cedar cluster.
This is the available automatically parallelized or
manually optimized program for the FX/8 multi-
processor.

2. O1g: The 1-cluster version with the data put in
global memory (i.e., in shared address space). Ide-
ally all data that need to be shared by loops that
could be spread across Cedar will be put in global
memory. The compiler supplies an approximation
to this.1

3. C1: The baseline Cedar version which is run on
one cluster.

4. C4: The baseline Cedar version which is run on
four clusters.

The optimization factors are now derived from the
loop-by-loop timing information of the four program
variants:
globalization factor(GP ) = O1=O1g 2

spreading setup(XO) = O1g=C13

spreading speedup(XS) = C1=C4
cluster speedup(CS) = O1=C4
The interpretation of these factors is as follows: An

important reference machine for Cedar performance is
the Alliant FX/8 multiprocessor. The FX/8 is a tradi-
tional \at" shared-memory architecture and four such
machines are the basic Cedar building blocks, that is,
there are four Cedar clusters. Ideally a program would
run on Cedar four times as fast as the FX/8-optimized
version; that is, the cluster speedup is 4. The reasons for
which a code does not have this ideal cluster speedup can
be categorized into three areas. First, the 4-cluster ver-
sion has some data placed in the global memory, which
results in higher access costs compared to cluster mem-
ory. This is represented by the globalization penalty.
Second, the program needs to be transformed in such
a way that it exploits all Cedar clusters and processors.
For example, the loop iteration spaces are split into four
parts to employ all clusters. The remaining parallelism
within one cluster is less than before, which may cause
more execution overhead. This performance loss is rep-

1. in Cedar this takes Kap options -c=1 -g
2. Sometimes it is convenient to speak of a globalization penalty

in percentages, which is (O1g=O1� 1) � 100, or its negative, the
globalization bene�t.
3. Similarly, the spreading overhead is (C1=O1g� 1) � 100%
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resented by the spreading overhead. Third, once a loop is
in a form that can be executed using all clusters, there
are still reasons why it may not run four times faster
than the same loop executed by one cluster; for exam-
ple because of contention in the shared memory. Thus,
the spreading speedup is less than four.

2.5.2 Performance analysis methodology

This section presents the main reasons behind good or
bad optimization factors. In addition, where available,
recipes are given for transformations that can improve
the optimization factors. The programmer is advised to
discuss which of these reasons apply for the optimization
factors of each time-consuming loop and derive appro-
priate transformations.

Globalization Penalty Discussion. GP values have
been observed between -50 and +150%. Best values are
attributable to long vector operations and ideal strides,
whereas high penalties can be seen for scalar accesses.
Non-vectorized loops will have a high GP. In between are
vector operations that involve subscripted subscripts or
large strides. GP values can be further biased by how
well the 1-cluster code is able to exploit the cache. The
reasons for this are as follows:
The global memory can be de-referenced e�ciently in

prefetch mode. Prefetch code is generated automatically
by the compiler for vector statements that read data
from the global memory. Several compiler and hardware
details are useful to know in this context: Prefetched
data accesses from global memory can be as fast as
from cluster cache under ideal circumstances, such as
long vectors and best stride. In [GJT+91], best perfor-
mance was measured for a stride of 16. Prefetch lengths
of 512 are ideal. Up to 10% performance loss was mea-
sured for prefetch lengths of 32, which is what the com-
piler generates. There are circumstances that may stop a
prefetch operation at runtime. One of them occurs when
the memory address of a prefetch operation crosses a
page boundary of the physical memory. The prefetch
hardware does not know the map of virtual to physical
addresses, so it has to wait at the end of a page until
the computation catches up and issues the next virtual
address which causes a physical address request to be
issued to the prefetch hardware. Vector operations with
a large stride are frequently interrupted this way. An-
other cause that can discontinue a prefetch operation at
any time is a context switch.
Vector operations involving subscripted subscripts are

executed by �rst reading the subscript in a prefetched
vector operation. Then a gather instruction is executed
to read the data. This operation cannot be prefetched.

There are a few optimization recipes: Vector strides
can be altered by loop interchanging and changing strip-

mining ratios. The parallelizing compiler tends to gener-
ate stride-one references and place concurrent loops in
outermost positions. In non-vectorized loop nests that
have enough concurrent iterations one may stripmine
and interchange one loop part to the innermost position
for vectorization.
Loops with scalar accesses are candidates for data lo-

calization. Scalars that are read-only may be copied to
cluster memory in a vector operation before or at the
beginning of the loop. Written data that are read in
later iterations may be duplicated in cluster memory. In
addition to localizations that are limited to the scope of
one loop, there may be opportunities for placing data in
cluster memory across the execution of multiple loops.
This is a very important transformation; however, there
are no general recipes available. [ME91] describes the
data localization techniques applied to the Conjugate
Gradient algorithm. Strategies for data partitioning and
distribution are currently being investigated in many re-
lated research groups.

Spreading Overhead Discussion. XO values can range
up to a few 100%. Often this is due to the reduced inner
parallelism that remains after using the outermost level
of parallelism for cross-cluster execution. In addition,
the parallelizing compiler may have introduced unnec-
essary transformations to loops inside the cross-cluster
loop. For example, it may have chosen inner loops for
cross-cluster execution before the programmer �nds an
outer loop to be parallel. Loops that are too small can
cause additional overhead because of the work neces-
sary at runtime to prepare a loop for spreading across
clusters (this is called the SDOALL setup cost4).
Although the spreading overhead is a useful measure,

it must be interpreted with care. In some cases it is
not possible to discriminate spreading overhead against
lack of spreading speedup. For example, where a spread
loop is executed from 1 to current-number-of-clusters.
The 1-cluster execution of this loop would still have the
same amount of cluster parallelism as the one-cluster-
optimized version, but only one fourth of it in the four-
cluster execution. Hence, the overhead from reducing the
cluster-parallelism would be reected by a diminished
spreading speedup. The same holds for fully dynamically
scheduled cross-cluster loops (XDOALLs).
Negative spreading overhead can occur as well. This

may be considered an anomaly, for example when the
inner parallel loop (CDOALL) that is chosen for clus-
ter parallelism has more iterations than the outermost
(SDOALL) loop. In the one-cluster optimization the
outer loop was likely to be the concurrent loop, which
performed less well than the second loop. So now, when
the one-cluster execution of the cross-cluster variant is

4. sdoall,xdoall,cdoall, and cdoacross are keywords of the
Cedar Fortran language [Hoe91]
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compared with the one-cluster optimized version, there
is a resulting speed improvement. Negative spreading
overhead can also appear as a result of optimizations
applied to the cross-cluster program. If much more op-
timization e�ort is invested in the cross-cluster variant
than in the one-cluster program, an apparent negative
overhead results.
Recipes for improving the spreading setup factor

(i.e., reducing spreading overhead) are checking inner
loops for unnecessary compiler-introduced transforma-
tions and undoing them, �nding outer parallel loops
if the given loop is too small (in terms of loop execu-
tion time), and, as a last resort, con�ning the loop to
one-cluster execution. Usually loops that are 1 millisec-
ond and shorter should be executed by one cluster only.
Finding outer parallel loops is of course a di�cult task
and no di�erent from �nding parallel loops in general.
However, it is important to recognize when a given loop
is too small for multicluster execution, so that the e�ort
of trying it can be saved.

Spreading Speedup Discussion. XS values usually
range from 1 to 4. Factors that reduce the ideal XS are
synchronization overhead, unbalanced number of itera-
tions, paging e�ects, and long spread loop preambles.
The XS is very sensitive of synchronized sections. Re-
ducing such sections can improve the performance sig-
ni�cantly.
A number of 5 equally long iterations spread across 4

clusters can speed up at most a factor of 2.5. This has to
be kept in mind when stripmining loops for inter- and
intracluster concurrency. Balanced iteration counts are
important.
Paging e�ects become important even if the used

amount of memory is well within the physical memory
size. They occur when clusters access a page of mem-
ory for the �rst time. When helper clusters participate
in the operation on some data for the �rst time, they
have to �rst realize that they are allowed to access the
data. To do this they take a soft page fault. This can in-
troduce a signi�cant imbalance in the execution time of
loop iterations. Usually this e�ect gets amortized over
the program execution time because of the repetitive
patterns of programs.
An XS of 1 indicates the loop is either not par-

allel or not spread across clusters. In Section 2.2.4,
the most successful transformations to parallelize loops
were described. Non-spread loops are often synchronized
doacross loops. These are loops whose iterations may get
delayed to wait for values computed in previous itera-
tions. The compiler generates doacross loops that ex-
ecute within a cluster only, because cross-cluster syn-
chronization is expensive. In some cases these loops can
be manually parallelized for cross-cluster execution, for
example with techniques described in Section 2.2.4

2.5.3 Supporting tools

The performance analysis process caused the primary
desire for supporting tools. They should be capable of
selecting loop pro�le data from certain program vari-
ants or executions, pick columns and hide others, sort,
compute speedups between two columns, show the cor-
responding source code and compiler listing information,
and generate graphs. Since the amount of data generated
in the Perfect code experiments was large, their display
needed to be changed often, which requires a certain in-
teractivity of the tools. Ideally the tools would support
the methodology described, compute the optimization
factors, guide the user through the questions raised in
Section 2.5.2, and point out possible transformations.

2.6 File/Data Management and Experiment
Control

It was mentioned repeatedly that there are a consid-
erable number of source, intermediate, executable, and
result �les created during such experiments. This variety
was dealt with mainly by keeping an appropriate struc-
ture of directories and sticking to a �le-naming conven-
tion that made it possible to identify the type and vari-
ant of a �le. In addition, a log �le of all the make (com-
pilation, link, etc.) commands was kept that recorded
the component �les of each executable code. All of this
was possible at the Unix level. It worked well as long as
the number of �les was relatively small. The main rea-
son for the need for additional tools was an increase in
version conicts and apparent performance anomalies,
which could often be tracked down to a forgotten com-
piler option or a misspelled �lename. The wish arose to
have a \supervisor" that checks, or better even, creates
the �lenames and compiler options automatically. Cer-
tainly this must be customizable, since di�erent users
have di�erent naming conventions.
As data accumulated, the question arose whether a

management system exists that could help to store and
retrieve data in a exible but consistent manner. Adopt-
ing such a system is likely not only to assist the users,
but also to introduce some complications. At the very
least the user has to learn the database management sys-
tem, whose terminology is usually quite di�erent from
the Unix-level �le management facilities. An integrating
environment that provides the power of the data man-
agement capabilities without introducing a whole new
world of notions would have to be designed very care-
fully.

3 Conclusions

The objective of this paper was to document experi-
ences gained in a project that optimized real programs
for parallel computers. The Perfect Benchmarks R pro-
grams are the currently most widely accepted represen-
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tation of a supercomputer workload. The performance
achieved in the described e�ort is signi�cant. Therefore
this report provides a solid basis for discussions that re-
fer to real codes on real machines. Of course, there exist
important programs that are even larger than the Per-
fect programs, and in future projects we will have to
show to what extent our methodology applies to these
programs.
The paper emphasizes two aspects: tool requirements

and the software engineering methodology. Two impor-
tant development phases that could bene�t from new
tools are the generation and execution of a variety of
experimental program variants, and the identi�cation
of new program transformations from result data, such
as the compiler listing and pro�le information.
The methodology applied for optimizing the pro-

grams is termed optimization at the program level. It
is less time-consuming than application-level program
transformations, because it does not require an under-
standing of the underlying application problem. Instead,
transformations are derived from the program text, sim-
ilar to an advanced parallelizing compiler. The impor-
tant lesson to learn from this paper is that signi�cant
program improvements were achieved this way. In many
cases the timings are the best ones reported for the given
programs and machines. The program-level methodol-
ogy is relatively systematic, and supporting tools are
currently being designed. Thus, there is great potential
for boosting the productivity of the process of porting
and optimizing programs for parallel computers.
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